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***Buy now and save 25% - special launch price ends September 3rd***Chief Roach has merged

with an alien mech â€“ but can he control its power?Harnessing alien tech was the only way to

counter the power of the quadruped mechs piloted by the Quatro. Except, Roachâ€™s awesome

new weapon is like a sword with no hilt, and it seems to be doing everything it can to fragment his

psyche.Roach must lead Oneiri Team across an Eresos engulfed by the fires of war. Their mission

is to stop the legions of Quatro from laying waste to what remains of humanityâ€™s colonies.If

Roach canâ€™t resist the alien mechâ€™s promises of glory and chaos, there will be a meltdown â€“

not just for Oneiri Team, but for everyone on the planet.Download the latest installment in this

rapidly unfolding military science fiction series. The 4th and final book is also on its way!
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Meltdown is the third book in the Mech Wars series. If you are looking for a well written SciFi Military



book series, this is a good one to read. You can read this as a standalone book but it does start

from and end in a cliffhanger. There is a lot of violence.The book blurb adequately describes the

storyline so I'm not going to repeat all of that info here. The author has done a good job of keeping

elements of his Ixan Prophecy future universe that was full of aliens, old tech and new tech, people

in power who will do anything too continue to remain in power. Yet combined that with new

enemies, or maybe allies, as well as new problems to deal with. As usual, everything and everyone

are not as they seem. Overall I enjoyed reading this book and want to read more.I received a copy

of this book from the author and chose to leave a review for other readers.

Bartlett's 3rd installment of the Mech Wars Series is just as good as books 1 and 2. He seamlessly

picks up Meltdown where Dynamo left off. Our divided protagonists fight their most bloody and

deadly fights yet. Those defending Darkstream though are becoming more and more disillusioned.

At what length will Darkstream go to win this war? What do they do to their warriors to complete

their mission? Is it worth the human lives? Meltdown rushes headlong into the next explosive

cliffhanger. Bring on book 4!

This book is a thrill a minute!! Lots of aliens, battles, mechanized soldiers, betrayals, greed and lies

that are showing more of what is really happening. Key elements are beginning to appear so pay

close attention if you don't want to miss something crucial. Can't wait to see what happens next.

Great read! I received an advanced reader copy free and have voluntarily chosen to leave an

honest review.

Jake is now an alien mech driver the quatro and humans are coming together and rebelling against

Darkstream the data dump DuGalle had given ASH has opened up major distrust toward

Darkstream and the Meddlers have started to get involved its definitely coming to a head who's

going to come out on top A Great 3rd installment of Mech Wars Well done Scott Bartlett

This is book 3 in Scott Bartletts Mech wars series and can be read as a stand alone novel, but you

will get much more from it if you have read the previous novels. If you haven't read books 1 and 2

then get them now with this one a have a read fest. You will not be disappointed.This book like the

others starts of at full pace and keeps on going. Can Darkstream keep control of the situation , just

who is on the right side and who is on the Dark side ? Can Scott Bartlett keep up the tempo in the

next book? I believe he can.



I thoroughly enjoyed Meltdown. The action, The plot twists. The character development and the

themes of retribution versus understanding. Outstanding! I cannot wait for book four. I hope Bartlett

continues to build in this universe he has created. You will not be disappointed.
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